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Introduction

Introduction

Working Alone Safety Technology

What to Look for in a Lone Worker Safety Solution

Conclusion

When you’re starting a work alone safety program, you need to consider 
both your organization and your employees. Your focus for any safety 
program should be on identifying hazards, performing a needs analysis, 
and writing your policies and procedures. When technology is integrated 
into a safety program, people can become overwhelmed and lose focus 
on what matters. Any technology that you purchase should complement 
your safety program, and not the other way around. Technology is just 
one small piece of an effective working alone solution.

We’ve put together this e-book to help guide you through the process 
of selecting and purchasing technology for your working alone program. 
Not only will we look at the types of technology available, but also how 
to choose between these technologies. We’ll look at considerations like 
privacy, productivity, and budget, and how you can effectively balance 
your needs and your wants. We’ll also review some of the features 
required by legislation, however USA health and safety legislation diiffer 
acorss each US states.  OSHA cites having a work alone policy as a 
general duty.  
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Working Alone Safefty Technology

To begin the purchasing process, we’ll start with a look at the work alone 
technologies currently available. Right now, there are five major categories 
of technology on the market that can be used to meet lone worker safety 
requirements. Not all of these technologies will meet your specific needs, 
but it’s good to understand them all before selecting one over the others.

The second category of technology is the call center. Call centers 
require lone workers to periodically contact a live operator and provide 
details about their work. This technology is a simple way to protect 
lone workers using phone systems. The benefit of a call center is access 
to a safety system without the need to buy separate devices. If your 
employees already have access to phones, they can contact a call center 
from anywhere they have access to a phone network.

Relying on phone technology on its own presents several disadvantages. 
The biggest disadvantage of call centers comes from service availability. 
Without access to service or a device, lone workers can be left without 
a way to communicate. Another disadvantage of call centers is call 
center operators. Operators introduce human error and wait times during 
busy periods. Operators also won’t understand the unique hazards in 
your workplace the same way your own employees do. Call centers can 
seem inexpensive at first, but they often have additional usage costs. As 
workers check in more often, costs can increase, which makes budgeting 
difficult.

Dedicated Hardware Devices

While each of these devices has a unique strength, they all have the same 
weakness. When you choose a hardware solution, you’re buying into a 
cycle of planned obsolescence. This means that you’ll need to budget for 
replacement devices in the future as they break, become lost, or become 
outdated. Investing in safety devices also means that you’re dependent 
on the hardware provider for support, and for expansion if your workforce 
grows. With these restrictions, dedicated hardware is the least flexible 
technology for the protection of lone workers.

Call Centers

The category of dedicated hardware devices is very diverse, and includes 
solutions like pendants that can be worn, satellite messaging devices, and 
more.

Each device provides unique features:
• Pendants can provide a panic button and man-down features.
• Satellite devices provide employees with a way to communicate 

while outside of cell service.
• Other safety devices include technologies like gas detection.
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Smartphone Apps

The third category of lone worker safety technology is the smartphone 
app. These apps let employees use their smartphones to checkin while 
working alone. Smartphone apps have similar benefits to call centres. If 
your employees already have a smartphone, apps can provide protection 
without purchasing new hardware. Depending on Internet access, 
smartphone apps should allow check-ins from any location with Wi-Fi or 
a mobile network.

While smartphone apps can be simple and inexpensive, they aren’t 
always a true safety system. Work alone apps often depend on 
employees being able to reach for a panic button to call for help. Other 
apps rely on the device to call for help. If the phone breaks, if the 
battery dies, or if they can’t reach their phone, an employee could be left 
helpless. Not all smartphone safety apps are created equal, so make sure 
that a safety app like Scatterling is part of a complete safety system (See 
cloud based solutions on the next page)

IVR Phone Systems

The fourth category of work alone technology is the IVR system, which 
stands for interactive voice response. IVRs work like call centres, with 
lone workers calling in by phone throughout the day. Unlike a call centre, 
IVRs automate the check-in process, and work like a voicemail service. 
The benefit of an IVR is reduced human error, and a faster check-in 
process.

IVRs can be effective where phones and mobile service are available, but 
may not suit all working conditions. Like smartphone apps, IVRs need to 
be part of a larger safety system. Without being able to easily document 
system usage, employees can be left unprotected, and employers aren’t 
able to demonstrate their compliance with safety.

Cloud-based Solutions
The last category of work alone technology is the cloud-based solution. 
Cloud-based solutions bring together the features and benefits from 
each of the previous technologies. Through a combination of Internet, 
phone, and satellite networks, cloud-based solutions allow you to access 
your safety system from anywhere. Scatterling is an example of a cloud-
based solution.

Cloud is a metaphor for a service delivered invisibly over the Internet, 
and without the need to develop an infrastructure. If one device or 
service fails, employees can seamlessly switch to another as backup. This 
keeps costs down by letting you use the tools that you have available. 
The unmatched availability of cloud services also carries over to 
emergency notifications, allowing you to know when a lone worker needs 
help from anywhere.

“Cloud-based solutions bring together the features and benefits 
from each of the previous technologies. Through a combination 

of Internet, phone, and satellite networks.”

https://www.scatterling.co/
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Now that we’ve reviewed lone worker safety technologies, we’ll look at 
choosing the right technology for your organization. While each technology 
provides unique benefits, by the end of this guide you should be able to 
identify a clear winner. Keep in mind that the best solution will balance 
availability, features, and budget. While one technology may fit your 
organization, it may not be the best fit available.

What to Look for in a Lone Worker Safety Solution

Balancing Needs and Wants

Before selecting a technology, you should determine what features are 
necessities, and what features are simply nice to have. While nice features can 
provide you with added benefits, necessary features are the main components 
of your safety system. Necessary features are what determine how effective a 
safety system actually is.

Features that are trendy and cool can be attractive at first, but they tend to 
have limited real-world use. Technologies that are still developing can also 
become obsolete as new standards are developed. Safety doesn’t go out of 
style, and your employees will appreciate a functional solution over a flashy 
system that won’t protect them.

Budgeting
Budget is often overlooked when people research new and exciting 
technologies. Don’t forget that budgeting for lone worker technology will 
include not only upfront costs, but also ongoing costs. Upfront costs include 
the purchase of any new devices, systems, infrastructure, and training. 

Ongoing costs can include service fees, system upgrades, and maintenance. 
Devices can also have a planned obsolesce, and may need to be replaced or 
upgraded over time. Monthly fees can fluctuate depending on the service, so 
plan to have room in your budget for busier months for systems that charge by 
usage.

Futureproofing

Planning around a technology that can be easily maintained and updated 
is known as future proofing. Before investing in any technology, you should 
consider how long it will last. Technology is advancing faster than ever before, 
and even technologies that used to be a safe investment should be looked at 
carefully. 

If your workplace needs to buy devices, look for technologies that are mature, 
and promise a useful life for years to come. Software services often provide 
free updates, which will increase their usable life. Monitoring systems can also 
require maintenance. If a system needs maintenance, you should factor in not 
only the impact to your budget, but also the availability of maintenance people.

“A properly implemented system can boost productivity. 
With reduced errors, and more engaged employees, 

productivity and safety can go hand in hand.”

Productivity

Once you’ve determined a budget, and looked at future proofing your work 
alone technology, your next step should be productivity. A poorly implemented 
system can have a negative impact on productivity, while a properly 
implemented system can boost productivity. With reduced errors, and more 
engaged employees, productivity and safety can go hand in hand.

Systems that require too much from employees can slow work to a crawl. Once 
it’s been implemented, a badly designed system becomes a lose-lose scenario. 
A poor experience can mean reduced compliance and a reduced focus on 
safety, while heavy compliance will lead to reduced productivity. A tradeoff 
between safety and productivity can be seen in overly sensitive man down 
systems that prevent people from fulfilling their regular duties.
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User Interface

The productivity of your work alone 
system leads into the next key to an 
effective technology - the user interface. 
A good user interface reduces the 
amount of time your staff will spend 
accessing your lone worker system. 
Research also shows that user compliance 
improves with user experience. This 
means that if the system you choose is 
too complicated, it might not be used. It’s 
always best to side with simplicity when 
you’re choosing an interface.

A simple interface doesn’t have to 
mean that the technology is low-tech. 
Depending on the technology, the 
interface could be a smartphone app, 
or it could be a live operator in a call 
centre. When you’re thinking about the 
interface with call centres, consider the 
entire process, including the length of the 
phone call. If employees are placed on 
hold for five minutes as they wait for an 
operator, they’re going to have a negative 
experience. going

Service Providers

Availability also comes down to the service provider you choose. For the best 
coverage, a service should be available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 
days a year. You can often find this information by asking providers about their 
uptime. Scheduled downtimes for maintenance can also lead to service issues, 
and should be considered during the purchase process.

Before investing in a service, you should also consider the provider’s experience 
and policies. Researching a provider’s references and reputation can be 
revealing. Qualified providers should have a background working with both 
safety and technology, and experience working with companies in your 
industry. While investigating a provider, also make sure that their privacy 
policies meet your requirements for data storage. If you place a high value on 
the privacy of your information, this requirement alone could eliminate some 
providers.

Self-Managed Solutions
Once you’ve eliminated providers that can’t meet your needs, it’s time to start 
thinking about how a technology will scale within your organization. Not all 
safety systems are built for large organizations, and this is especially true for 
organizations with a high staff turnover. Self managed solutions are important 
for anyone who needs to frequently update their staff. Ideally, a self-managed 
system should allow for system updates by designated administrators and lone 
workers. By taking ownership of their own information, employees will feel a 
greater responsibility for their own safety.

A self-managed solution should also provide you with customization options. 
This includes the ability to adjust check-ins based on hazards that have been 
identified. For a safety system to be scalable, it should account for the different 
areas that people are working in, and the different roles those people have.
policies meet your requirements for data storage. If you place a high value on 
the privacy of your information, this requirement alone could eliminate some 
providers.

Compliance Reports

To make sure that your system is compliant with legislation, your technology 
should include compliance reporting abilities. Reporting tools allow you to 
demonstrate that your employees are using your system. In the event of an 
emergency, reporting tools can also demonstrate the measures you’ve taken to 
resolve the emergency.

Reporting tools should be able to demonstrate not just a timeline of events, 
but also specific details. Productivity and asset management tools can 
demonstrate when events have happened, but those reports may only 
demonstrate the operation of your equipment and not the actions of your 
employees. Compliance reports work best when they can record inputs like 
customized check-in messages.
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The Value of Scatterling

The UK Health and Safety Executive, after examining more than 19 
industries, summarized the key facts about the dangers and consequences 
of working alone.

The leading consequence was long-term sick leave due to physical harm and 
debilitating psychological problems: stress, anxiety, fear, and depression. This 
led to difficulty attracting and retaining staff, increased sick leave among 
existing staff, reduced productivity, and a dramatic reduction in profitability.

It’s clear: Safety doesn’t just save time and money; it’s profitable in its own 
right. You won’t find a governmental organization that disagrees, and every 
business that invests in safety will tell you the same things: it was the best 
financial decision they’ve made, and the value far outweighed the cost.

What you need is a way to reduce or eliminate these dangers. What you 
want is a solution that you can trust. We offer both.

Scatterling satisfies almost all of the recommendations proscribed by the 
UK Health and Safety Executive for maximizing Lone Worker safety, without 
resorting to special equipment, and in fact is available on every device 
recommended by the UK Health and Safety Executive.

The leading concern raised by the 
UK Health and Safety Executive was 
inadequate or inaccessible training 
for Lone Workers. Scatterling 
provides fast, efficient training for 
Workers. We make our system 
intuitive and easy to learn, while 
providing clear, actionable training 
programs that anyone can do online.

Training for risk assessment

Accessible training programs

Self-risk assessment focus

Worker Education

Location Services

Compliance reports can help you meet safety legislation, but not all popular 
features are legislated. One of the most popular technologies for monitoring 
is GPS. While not a legal requirement, GPS and location services do have the 
benefit of providing reassurance to both employees and employers. Location 
services can be useful when employees are working in remote and isolated 
areas, and they often provide mapping tools for locating employees.

While location services can seem essential for lone workers, keep in mind their 
limitations when preparing your working alone policies. Even the most accurate 
satellite devices will have a margin of error. If your employees are in multistory 
buildings, mapping tools will not be able to pinpoint their exact position in the 
building. For that reason, location services work best when they’re paired with 
other communication tools.

“While not a legal requirement, GPS and location services do 
have the benefit of providing reassurance to both employees 

and employers.”

Conclusion

Not all lone worker technologies will be well suited to your organization or your 
industry, so it’s important to discover the features and requirements that are 
most important to you. Once you’ve found a technology that will work for you, 
with the features that you’ll need, selecting the best fit should become clear. 
The next time you choose a lone worker safety technology, make sure that 
you’re well informed, and come prepared.
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Scatterling is everywhere a 
Worker needs it. Accessible from 
Mobile Devices, Satellite Devices, 
by phone or from the Web, for 
Workers and Monitors. When 
using Scatterling, your Workers 
leave a GPS trail of where they’ve 
been. If something happens, you’ll 
know first, and you’ll know where.

Lone Workers operate under extremely 
high levels of stress, which is the leading 
cause of Workers taking sick leave, 
suffering psychological illnesses, or 
making workplace mistakes that can lead 
to injury or death. Your Workers will feel 
safer knowing that they communicate 
with your organization through status 
updates, detailed Voice Messages, and a 
robust emergency notification system.

Scatterling doesn’t rely on outsourced 
call center workers or hours of operation; 
it runs 24/7, delivering notifications, 
collecting Check-in data, and alerting 
your organization’s Monitors anytime, 
anywhere.

Worker Tools

Worker Communication

Responding to hazards

Location tracking and  
location awareness

Universal device access

Incident reporting

Risk recording

Check-in reminders

Easy alarm activation

The cost of implementing Scatterling for 50 Workers 
is covered in 1 year if it prevents a single employee 

from suffering an injury that would take them out of 
their job.

Just one.

If you only introduce a single change to your safety culture, there 
is no better ROI than implementing Scatterling. Our company 
has spent almost 20 years refining safety to meet and exceed the 
recommendations of the leading authorities on workplace safety.

We deliver on want, we deliver on need, and we deliver on price. This is 
real value.

You have a responsibility to your organization to allow it 
to perform at its apex, and it can’t do that if you 
let your employees suffer injuries on the 
job. The direct and indirect costs of a 
workplace injury are steep; steep enough 
to weigh on your long-term profits, and 
increase as your organization grows.

We showed you what workers need, 
and how Scatterling has been refined 
by almost two decades of innovation 
in the Lone Worker industry to meet, 
and exceed, those needs. Scatterling’s 
longevity and place as a technology 
innovator demonstrates an absolute 
commitment to what we do now, and what 
we’ll do for many years to come.
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Congratulations!

Now that you’ve completed this e-book, you should understand the 
qualities and features you’ll need in your own Lone Worker Program.

Scatterling is the single most cost-effective way to protect your workers, 
to protect your bottom line, and to protect yourself. If you have to make 

a single change to your health and safety culture make it Scatterling.

Time is money, and time is irreplaceable. Don’t waste any more time. 

Call us today.

www.scatterling.co
1-866-604-2055 From the makers  

of SafetyLine


